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mainland ramPageS
There are 35 Rampage icons scattered throughout Vice City—including 
five new ones that are exclusive to the PS2 version of the game (see 
A-E on our Rampage maps). Two of the five new Rampages can be 
found on the mainland. Step into a skull icon and a specific challenge 
begins. During a Rampage, you are given a particular weapon 
with unlimited ammo and an order to execute a certain number of 
gangsters within a time limit. If you fail the challenge, any Wanted 
Level incurred during the Rampage remains until you get rid of it with 
bribes or the Pay ‘n’ Spray. Pass the Rampage and you’ll automatically 
lose the Wanted Level and earn money. 

In previous games, the Rampage icon would relocate if you failed 
it and fade away if you passed it. Not this time… now if you pass 
a Rampage, the icon remains in the same place and allows you to 
have another go at it, just for fun. The icon turns a darker shade to 
indicate that you’ve already passed that challenge. The money won 
from Rampages increases as you complete more and more of them.

In addition to the five new Rampages in the PlayStation 2 version of 
Vice City Stories, one has also moved and many of the Rampages 
have changed slightly from the PSP version.

ramPage 1: TraSh 10 vehicleS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Downtown, Police Station rooftop 
northwest ledge.

Weapon: Molotovs
Climb the roof access stairs of the Downtown police station. Pass 
by the Rampage under the helipad ramp and continue up the next 
set of stairs. Head to the western edge of the rooftop, facing the 
fire station. Walk north along the edge of the roof and you’ll find 
the Rampage on a narrow ledge behind a column. Sneaky!

Stay on the ledge and start tossing Molotovs down to the street below. 
Blasting police cars brings more law enforcement vehicles, and every 
vehicle counts. Hit all of the emergency vehicles that arrive.
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ramPage 2: TerminaTe 25 bikerS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Downtown, inside rooftop shack.

Weapon: AK47
Find the Rampage inside the rooftop shack that was a purchasable 
property in Grand Theft Auto: Vice City. Climb the stairs on the east 
side of the building to reach the rooftop. Once you’ve activated the 
challenge, run back down the stairs and begin plugging bikers that 
appear in mobs on the sidewalks around this area.

ramPage �: incineraTe 10 vehicleS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Little Haiti alley.

Weapon: Molotovs
The Rampage icon is in a very narrow and recessed alley between 
two nondescript storefronts in Little Haiti. You can get to it from the 
street or through the large alley 
behind the stores. If you played 
Lance’s mission, “Jive Drive,” 
you’ll remember this large back 
alley as the place Lance stopped 
driving and you had to fend off 
Cholos and protect him. 

Once the challenge has begun, 
take your Molotovs to the street 
and just start throwing. Throw at 
passing cars and people to bring 
ambulances and fire trucks, then 
burn those, too. Toast everything 
you can to attract more vehicles. 
One exploding vehicle takes out 

another, and this counts toward your incineration total. Vehicles 
burn very easily in this game; the Molotovs are strong and it takes 
only one to destroy a vehicle. Stay away from the fires.

ramPage 4: Take ouT 20 bikerS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Downtown by dirt track.

Weapon: Mac
This Rampage icon is hidden 
behind a building, just south 
of the dirt bike track. Grab the 
Rampage icon and run around 
the building to the street to find 
the bikers.

Target the bikers along the 
sidewalks and start shooting. 
Quickly scroll through available 
targets with the left and right 
buttons. Just keep shooting and 
keep scrolling through targets. 
Walk a bit if no more bikers 
appear, then quickly turn and shoot; they often appear behind you 
before showing up ahead of you. Avoid getting mobbed—they will 
beat you down quickly.

ramPage 5: kill 25 choloS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Little Havana rooftop.

Weapon: Sniper Rifle
There’s a small alley in the group of four small buildings, indicated 
on the map around this Rampage. Use the series of stairs and 
rooftops to reach it, or drop down in a helicopter. Once you’ve 

begun the challenge, walk up to 
the northern edge of the rooftop, 
then jump at an angle onto the 
small knee-high wall around its 
edge. Perch here and aim down 
to shoot Cholos on the sidewalk 
below. 

You can also use the alley 
below. Just stand at the entrance 
of the alley to keep Cholos 
from appearing behind you. 
This is a regular sniper rifle, so 
the shooting and reloading is 
slower.
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ramPage 6: execuTe 20 choloS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Little Havana, between Sunshine Autos 
and its north chain link fence.

Weapon: Pistol
This Rampage is found in the narrow space between Sunshine 
Autos and its chain link fence to the north. Grab the Rampage icon, 
then run into the car lot and begin blasting Cholos on the nearby 
sidewalks. Keep your back to Sunshine Autos and scan the north-
south sidewalks to keep Cholos from sneaking up on you.

ramPage 9:  gundown 25 choloS  
in Two minuTeS.

Location: Little Havana, high porch of corner 
residential house.

Weapon: Scorpion
This Rampage is on the high porch of a house on the southwest 
corner of the Little Havana residential area. Start your assault from 
this porch, using its high walls as cover. Once this location no 
longer spawns Cholos, sprint down the street until you find more. 
Always watch your back when you leave a Rampage area; more 
enemy targets often appear behind you in areas you just left. 

ramPage 7: exTerminaTe 25 bikerS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Downtown, police station rooftop.

Weapon: Assault Rifle
Find this Rampage under the 
helipad ramp on the police 
station rooftop. You have two 
minutes to pop 25 bikers with an 
assault rifle. Take the stairs down 
to the alley and exit out to the 
street to find the bikers.

Use R2 and L2 to toggle between the bikers to quickly take them 
down. Keep looking to each side to find more bikers. Do not shoot 
the paramedics that appear, though; they bring the dead bikers 
back to life, which allows you to shoot them again for more kills.

ramPage 8: cruSh 15 bikerS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Downtown hotel construction site.

Weapon: Vehicle
The Rampage icon is hidden inside one of the large pipes in the 
pile that creates a USJ. Grab the Rampage and sprint for the 
nearby Bulldozer. Drive out to Bayshore Avenue and start running 
over bikers. It may not be long until their bullets take a toll on the 
bulldozer. When fire appears, jump out and grab another nearby 
vehicle, then continue the Rampage. If you run out of bikers, pause 
the game and find the nearest biker-run business and get there fast.
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ramPage 10: eraSe 25 choloS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Little Haiti, rooftop near the dump.

Weapon: Micro SMG
This Rampage is on the east side of the rooftop near the red metal 
bridge with the Armor on it. This is reached by heading down the 
road to the dump. Find the stairs (ramp) on the west side of the 
building. This challenge can be completed from the northern edge 
of the rooftop. Target-shoot and scroll through targets. Step to the 
edge to get the Cholos on the sidewalk directly below you. Keep 
looking around to make more Cholos appear. Or, walk up and 
down the length of the northern edge of the rooftop to find more 
Cholos further west, toward the dump. You are relatively safe from 
their attacks while on the rooftop.

ramPage 11:  drive-by and eliminaTe 20 bikerS  
in Two minuTeS.

Location: Downtown, under stairs in small 
corner courtyard.

Weapon: Vehicle
This Rampage is under the stairs that lead to a platform with a 
submachine gun power-up. Take the Rampage and dash to the 
street. Grab the first vehicle you can find and begin shooting the 
bikers on each side of the street. Keep moving or the bikers will pull 
you out of your car.

ramPage 1�:  hack and SlaSh 25 choloS  
in Two minuTeS.

Location: Little Havana, police station rooftop.

Weapon: Katana
Use the stairs on the west side of the police station to reach the 
rooftop. Find the Rampage on the south end of the rooftop in the 
middle of the air conditioning units. Sprint back down the stairs 
and take to the streets. Run to the front of the police station and 
hack the groups of Cholos to pieces. 

ramPage 12:  drive-by and execuTe 25 bikerS  
in Two minuTeS.

Location: Downtown, tall stairs near Ammu-
Nation.

Weapon: Micro SMG/Vehicle
Find this Rampage at the top of the large set of steps east of Ammu-
Nation. (These steps were used for a USJ in Grand Theft Auto: 
Vice City.) Once you’ve started, run down the stairs and enter the 
nearest vehicle. This is a drive-by challenge. Shoot 25 bikers drive-
by style before time runs out. If your car billows black smoke, jump 
out and jack another one quickly.
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ramPage 15: Take ouT 25 bikerS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Downtown, tall building ledge.

Weapon: Sniper Rifle
Use a helicopter to drop down 
to the high ledge on this tall 
building. The Rampage is 
wedged between the side of the 
building and a short wall near 
the ledge on the east side. 

Walk out to the ledge and shoot the bikers on the sidewalks below. 
You shouldn’t be in any danger from the bikers at this distance, but 
you are in danger of falling. The closer to the edge of the ledge 
you get, the better, which increases your risk of falling. Use the L 
button for precision aiming. There’s even a lower ledge below you 
where you can jump down and take minimal damage. From this 
ledge, you may be able to see more bikers since the ledge wall is 
now out of your way.

ramPage 14: kill 25 bikerS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Downtown, King Knuts rooftop.

Weapon: Chromed Shotgun
Use the USJ jump behind the King Knuts to reach the rooftop or 
drop down in a helicopter. The Rampage is underneath the USJ on 
the edge of the rooftop. 

You have a shotgun and you’re high up, safe from most harm. 
Target the bikers below and take them out with the shotgun.

ramPage 16: decimaTe 25 bikerS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Downtown, Hyman Memorial Stadium.

Weapon: Grenades
The Rampage icon is located 
at ground level in front of the 
stadium’s name, so it’s hard to 
miss. However, this is one of the 
most difficult Rampages once 
you’re there. You have remote 
grenades and two minutes to 
blow up 25 bikers. 

This is tough, as all the bikers 
fire on you and you can’t 
shoot back; you must rely on 
grenades. So many things make 
this challenging. First, you have 
to throw the grenade in a crowd 
of bikers while staying away 
from the blast. Running away and trying to blow up pursuers is 
very difficult. Even if you stand on the stadium steps, you’re still 
surrounded by bikers. 

Fortunately, we have a tactic that might help. Bring a helicopter 
and park it near the Rampage. Activate the Rampage, then jump 
in the chopper and fly to the top of the ring structure that surrounds 
the drive in front of the stadium. Land it on top of the narrow ring, 
then get out and throw grenades down on the bikers below. The 
ring gives you room to move to new areas when the bikers under 
your spot have all been defeated. Bomb cars below, as well. If 
bikers die because of something you did with grenades, it still 
counts. Good luck.
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iSland ramPageS
In addition to the 18 Rampages on the mainland, there are 17 
Rampages available on the islands once the bridges are opened in 
Chapter 3—including three new ones that are exclusive to the PS2 
version of the game (see C-E on our island Rampages map).

ramPage 18: TerminaTe 25 SharkS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Vice Point Fairgrounds, bumper car 
track rooftop.

Weapon: M16
Use a helicopter to drop down to the rooftop of the bumper car 
track, or use the stack of small yellow generators on the south 
side of the structure to jump to the rooftop. The Rampage is in the 
northwest corner of the rooftop. After beginning the challenge, get 
off the rooftop and begin moving around the fairgrounds, blowing 
away Sharks and using cover every chance you get.

ramPage 17: decimaTe 25 SharkS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Ocean Beach, behind tall shrubs on the 
corner.

Weapon: M16
Find this Rampage behind a wall of tall, well-trimmed shrubs. Once 
you get behind this wall of shrubs, you’ll find the Rampage behind 
a palm tree. Take the M16 to the street corner and start blasting 
Sharks. Use the auto-targeting and scroll through available targets 
as you fire a non-stop barrage of bullets. You have some range 
with this weapon, so try to keep some distance between you and 
the Sharks.

ramPage a: kill 40 choloS in Two minuTeS
Location: Little Havana, on top of Guano’s Café.

Weapon: Shotgun
Find a ramp to the rooftops just to the north of the café. Jump 
across the rooftops to find the 
Rampage. You can stay on the 
rooftop for this challenge, but 
it is much easier to drop down 
and target each group. They 
won’t hurt you too much, so just 
keep targeting and firing.

ramPage b: deSTroy 15 vehicleS in Two minuTeS
Location: Starfish Island, on porch of house, 
south of main road.

Weapon: SPAS 12 Shotgun
After entering Starfish Island from the west, the Rampage is on 
the porch of the second house on the right. If you need it, there’s 
Armor on the back step of this same house. Start by destroying the 
Banshee next to the garage and the car you came in.

Then head out to the street and start blowing up more cars, 
including emergency vehicles. Once a car catches fire, get away 
so you don’t get injured yourself. Watch out for the cops if you 
earn a Wanted level.

new ramPageS
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ramPage 19: deSTroy 10 carS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Vice Point, outdoor hotel showers.

Weapon: Mini-gun
This Rampage is found at the end of the colorful outdoor hotel 
showers. Grab the Rampage, then run to the nearest street and 
start blasting. The mini-gun is insanely powerful and will explode 
a car with just a few rounds. There aren’t any reload pauses; this 
thing just goes and goes. Shoot law enforcement vehicles to bring 
more of them to you. Keep your back to a sidewalk wall to keep 
cops from sneaking up on you. Blast everything!

ramPage 20: Slay 20 SharkS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Leaf Links tennis court.

Weapon: Detonator Grenades
Find this Rampage in the middle of the tennis court on the golf 
course at Leaf Links. Sharks are the preppy-dressed gangsters—and 
there are plenty of them around here. When you are pursued by 
angry Sharks, drop a grenade, run, and then detonate. Keep 
moving and watch your back.

vice PointPrawn island

Leaf Links

washington Beach

Lighthouse

ocean BeacH
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ramPage 21: annihilaTe 25 bikerS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Vice Point, ledge of building east of the 
mall.

Weapon: Spas 12 Shotgun
This Rampage is located on a ledge of the white building north 
and across the street from the mall. You can either park a car 
near the ledge by the stairs 
and follow the ledge around 
to the Rampage, or you can fly 
a helicopter down to this wide 
ledge. You can try to use the 
stairs to the rooftop on the north 
side of the building, but jumping 
from the rooftop down to this 
ledge is risky.

Getting the Rampage icon is harder than the challenge itself. The 
spas shotgun, with its quick reload times and fast action, is highly 
efficient. Run into the street and start targeting and shooting bikers. 
They’re not much of a match when you wield this weapon.

ramPage 22: kill 10 SharkS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Vice Point, under the bridge leading to 
Leaf Links.

Weapon: Golf Club
This Rampage is under the Leaf Links bridge on the Leaf Links side. 
Grab the Rampage icon and sprint toward the tennis courts to find 
some Sharks. Beat them senseless with the golf club. Avoid getting 
mobbed by the Sharks. If you get too many around you, run away.

ramPage 2�: exPlode 15 vehicleS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Vice Point, behind hotel wall.

Weapon: Grenades
This Rampage is in the corner of a hotel’s front driveway wall, 
across from a business originally owned by bikers. We suggest 
staging your battle here during Mendez brothers’ “Hostile 
Takeover.” Remain on the driveway and start tossing grenades at 
passing cars. Again, all vehicles are fair game. When cars no 
longer show up, run down the street in either direction and set up  
a new battleground.

ramPage 24: TerminaTe �0 SharkS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Ocean Beach, hidden in bushes behind 
FIDL store.

Weapon: Mini-gun
This Rampage is well hidden in the raised driveway shrubbery 
and palm tree behind the FIDL store (across the street from Ken 
Rosenberg’s law firm in Grand Theft Auto: Vice City). Run to the 
nearby street and get some distance between you and the Sharks. 
Turn around and mow them down with the mini-gun.

ramPage 25: waSTe 25 SharkS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Ocean Beach derelict building.

Weapon: Laser Sniper Rifle
Find this Rampage on the second floor of the derelict building in 
Ocean Beach. Use the ramps to get there. Run up the ramp and 
jump over to the roof on the right. From here, pick off the Sharks 
with the sniper rifle.
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ramPage �0: eliminaTe �0 SharkS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Ocean Beach, on the construction office 
rooftop.

Weapon: Rocket Launcher
This Rampage is on top of the construction trailer office in Ocean 
Beach; the same area where you knock plaster off the walls to 
substitute for coke. You can reach the rooftop by walking up the 
slope behind the trailer office. Jump off the trailer and run toward 
the street to find some sharks. Start launching rockets at the feet of 
the groups of Sharks. Don’t get too close or you will take yourself 
out, as well.

ramPage 29: level 12 vehicleS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Ocean Beach, nightclub exterior ledge.

Weapon: M249
Get the Air Ambulance from the Ocean Beach hospital, then fly to 
the rooftop of this corner nightclub and walk off the southern edge 
to drop down onto the wide ledge where the Rampage is located. 
Remain on the ledge while shooting down at the cars passing on 
the streets below.

Move up and down the length of 
the long, wrap-around ledge of 
the nightclub to find more cars 
on the connecting streets. Blast 
emergency and law enforcement 
vehicles to draw more of the 
same to the scene.

ramPage 27: obliTeraTe 25 bikerS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Vice Point, on the short wall divider 
along the north hilltop, shoreline pathway.

Weapon: Equalizer
This Rampage is located on the divider wall you reach when walking 
along the north hilltop, shoreline pathway. Collect the Rampage and 
dart down the hill to the sidewalk to find the bikers. As soon as you 
can target a biker, start plugging them with the Equalizer.

ramPage 28: eradicaTe �0 SharkS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Washington Beach, rooftop with AK47 
power-up.

Weapon: Scorpion
Find this Rampage on the rooftop of the corner building. Use the 
alley stairs to reach the roof. The Rampage is beyond the AK47 
power-up, on the west side of the roof. It’s best to stay on the 
roof for this challenge. If you can’t get a clear shot down to the 
sidewalks, carefully jump onto the short ledge of the rooftop for 
a better shot. Use auto-targeting and scroll through your targets 
quickly. Shoot and move to the next target quickly. You can run 
down the stairs and do some shooting in the street, but you may 
be surrounded. If this happens, you can always escape back to the 
rooftop and continue the Rampage from there.

ramPage 26: kill 25 SharkS in Two minuTeS.
Location: Ocean Beach, on the metal “Hotel” 
awning.

Weapon: Equalizer
Use a helicopter to drop down to this steel marquee. The Rampage 
is hidden behind the cutout “Hotel” sign. You can stage your battle 
there, on top of the marquee, if you wish. Take down the Sharks 
from up there with one shot each.
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ramPage c: deSTroy 15 vehicleS in Two minuTeS
Location: Prawn Island, north of main road in 
fountain.

Weapon: Rocket Launcher
Find the Rampage icon in the fountain just north of the road. Grab 
it and start blowing up any vehicle in sight, including the one you 
drove there. There are two cars in the drive just to the north. There’s 
a Caddy and Deluxo in the movie lot to the south. Keep looking 
west and east to make more vehicles appear.

This isn’t the busiest part of the city. If you have trouble getting 
vehicles to appear, try driving to the mall area or downtown to find 
more—unless you have already destroyed your vehicle.

ramPage d: kill 70 SharkS in Two minuTeS
Location: Vice Point Mall, in booth on east side 
of mall.

Weapon: M249
Enter the mall from the east. Turn left at the escalators to find a 
security booth. The Rampage icon is inside. You can remain in 
the booth, but the Sharks are able to attack from all sides and the 
poles tend to get in the way. Run to a corner and start targeting the 
Sharks. Use L2 and R2 to switch between the targets to take out 
each group. You must kill a lot of Sharks, so full Armor and Health 
are a must to survive this challenge.

ramPage e: kill 25 SharkS in Two minuTeS
Location: Ocean Beach, roof of blue trim 
building.

Weapon: Laser Scoped Sniper Rifle
Find the building with the blue trim in Ocean Beach. Use the steps 
around back near the Comet parked in a garage to access the roof 
and find the Rampage icon. Move to the edge of the roof and start 
taking out the Sharks below. This will test your Sniper Rifle abilities, 
especially when the Sharks run away.

new ramPageS


